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Edifier G2 II gaming headphones
Enjoy  dynamic  gameplay  and  don't  let  your  opponent  take  you  by  surprise.  Edifier  G2  II  gaming  headphones  are  equipped  with
50-millimeter drivers that deliver crystal clear sound. The 7.1 surround sound guarantees an incredibly immersive experience, and the
6mm electret  microphone allows you to  communicate  freely  with  other  gamers.  What's  more,  the colorful  RGB backlighting gives  the
product a unique gaming feel.
 
High-quality audio for deep immersion
Feel like the hero of your favorite title and become even more immersed in the game. The next-generation NdFeB driver with composite
diaphragm delivers  clear,  high-resolution audio rich in  detail.  The headphones also offer  stunning 7.1 surround sound so you can find
your way around the game, locate enemies and anticipate their moves. With the Edifier G2 II, you'll be on your way to victory with ease!
 
Tailored to the player's needs
Game for  as  long as  you want  and don't  fear  fatigue.  The Edifier  G2 II  headphones  feature  a  thoughtful,  ergonomic  design.  They are
incredibly  lightweight  and  comfortable.  The  specially  designed  ear  cups  fit  snugly  around  your  ears,  yet  are  soft  enough  to  avoid
uncomfortable  pressure.  If  necessary,  you  can  also  easily  detach  and  clean  them,  thus  extending  their  life  and  preventing  the
multiplication of bacteria.
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High-quality microphone - freely plan tactics with other players
If  you  enjoy  online  games,  you  surely  know how important  communication  with  other  players  can  be.  To  help  you  communicate  with
other  team  members,  the  G2  II  headphones  feature  an  electret  omnidirectional  microphone  with  noise  cancellation.  Thanks  to  its
adjustable design, you can easily adjust it  to your needs. Don't need it  at the moment? No problem! You can simply remove it  at any
time.
 
Gaming RGB backlighting
Get  the  headphones  that  perfectly  match  your  style.  The  G2  II  are  equipped  with  enhanced  colorful  LED  backlighting.  The  dynamic
lighting effects are sure to appeal to many users. Complete your gaming zone with a functional yet stylish accessory and enjoy every
game. Edifier gaming headphones will help you break new records!
 
Compatible with your equipment
No matter what equipment you're playing on - with Edifier you can almost always enjoy the highest quality sound. The G2 II headphones
are compatible with most popular devices available on the market. They work perfectly not only with computers and laptops, but also
with consoles such as PS4. Turn on your favorite game, put on your new headphones and set off to conquer another fantasy land!
 
Kit contains:
Headphones
Microphone
Microphone sponge
User manual
Manufacturer
Edifier
Model
G2 II
Driver
Φ50mm dynamic
Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz
Sensitivity
98dB
Impedance
32Ω
Microphone
Omnidirectional
Weight
266g
Cable length
2.5m
Input
USB
Color
White

Preço:

€ 41.50
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Jogos, Headphones
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